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PartsTrain to Launch Its First Corporate Blog

For more than twenty five years in existence as the online store that provides hard to find auto
parts and truck parts, Auto Parts Online will be launching its very first corporate blog as part
of its commitment in bringing customers and automobile enthusiasts and aficionados
information about vehicles and automobiles.

Batavia, IA (PRWEB) January 11, 2006 -- For more than twenty five years in existence as the online store that
provides hard to find auto parts and truck parts, Auto Parts Online will be launching its very first corporate blog
as part of its commitment in bringing customers and automobile enthusiasts and aficionados information about
vehicles and automobiles.

This auto parts blog will provide further information regarding the website’s vast array of automobile parts that
ranges from engine parts, to electrical parts, to wheels and fenders, and also includes comprehensive data on
automobile how to’s, new advances, innovations and revolutions in the automobile industry, and reviews and
news covering the world of automobiles, vehicles, and automobile parts and accessories.

Automobile how to’s would provide automobile enthusiasts in-depth knowledge on matters that involve owner
to vehicle check ups so as to guarantee better performance of their vehicles. Safety reminders would be added
up to secure drivers and their passengers a better driving experience no matter what kind, model, or brand their
vehicles would be. Technical how to’s would also give each and every car owner the essential knowledge
needed to tackle any changes or problems in their cars if any part of their automobile start to act up unusual
than it is supposed to. Tips would also be provided so as to ensure proper maintenance and care for cars.

Advances, revolutions and innovations in the automobile industry would keep vehicle aficionados and
interested parties up to date. Information would be posted for easy reference and guidance. Any changes or
improvements would be a great help so as to provide a wider range of options for vehicle owners experiencing
trouble with their vehicles or for people who want to upgrade their automobile parts and accessories with the
latest in the market. This auto blog would serve as a bulletin board for interested parties to check on the latest
advances on their choice of vehicles or vehicle parts and replacement parts. The newest vehicles to be
manufactured, introduced or crafted would be highlighted as well. New models out in the market would be
given its opportunity to its own claim to fame, along with their specifications to give interested readers a
glimpse on the vehicles’ changes, styles, furnishings, look, price ranges, interior, exterior fascia, options and
more. Reviews for new vehicles to be set out in the market would be put in to provide a broader feel for readers
who are interested in them.

The latest news, updates and broadcasts regarding anything in the world of automobiles, vehicles, and
automobile parts and accessories would also be set out in Auto Parts Online Blog for further awareness and
information. Readers would be kept up to date and in the mainstream as per any breakthroughs, news, events,
and recalls to name a few. Also, information and reviews regarding vehicles that are not quite so new would be
added up for easy access.

Automobile enthusiasts, aficionados, and followers could diverge from the usual, come together, and share any
piece of information regarding anything in the automobile industry through this blog found at
http://www.partstrain.com/blog for http://www.partstrain.com. Other than that, this auto blog would serve as
Auto Parts Online’s instrument in its continued commitment for quality information on the car and automobile
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industry.

Auto Parts Online
http://www.partstrain.com/ShopByDepartment/Wheels

Jenny McLane is a 36 year old native of Iowa and has a knack for research on cars and anything and everything
about it. She works full time as a Market Analyst for one of the leading car parts suppliers in the country today.
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Contact Information
Jenny Mclane
Auto Parts Online
http://www.partstrain.com
1-888-251-1214

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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